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“But only now is it clear just how successfully the group has operated — it has
laid the groundwork for a positive future for Jewish Labour members and
supporters against supposedly insurmountable odds.”
Marcus Dysch, Jewish Chronicle, 4th May 2017
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INTRODUCTION FROM OUR PARLIAMENTARY
CHAIR

Luciana Berger MP
This has been another difficult year for JLM
members, for the wider Jewish Community in
Britain, and around the world.
We are witnessing the rise of populism across the
globe, with a strong strand of antisemitism
contained within many of the populists’ platforms
and slogans. Racists, fascists and their
fellow-travellers are on the march.
There has seldom been a week when antisemitism
has not been in the British news media, reflecting
the direct lived experience of too many of the
British Jewish community. The CST continue to
monitor and report attacks on Jewish people and
institutions, and has shown yet another increase
delegation making an excellent contribution to
in the number of incidents.
Limmud in December. We had over 500 new
members join us in 2017, and we trained 1500 of
Within the political discourse, we regularly and
the Labour Party from across the country in
routinely witness antisemitic language and
‘Confronting Antisemitism and Engaging Jewish
reoccurring tropes, within the mainstream of
Voters’.
discussion as well as on the extreme fringes. On
social media, the most vicious of antisemitic
Behind the scenes, too, we have kept up the
images and language are too often promoted by
pressure for action with private meetings and
people who claim, by their self-descriptions and
representations. The response has not been good
hashtags, to be supporters of the Labour Party.
enough so far. Warm words have not yet been
In the wake of these challenges, the JLM group of
Parliamentarians, from the House of Commons
and the House of Lords, has been active this year.
I have chaired a number of regular meetings of
the JLM Parliamentary group, working closely with
the JLM executive. Together we have sought to
address these issues.
JLM members supported the ‘Enough is Enough’
demonstration in Parliament Square, and JLMsupporting MPs and Members of the House of
Lords including myself attended and spoke at the
event. We walked in solidarity in support of Ruth
Smeeth MP, to the disciplinary hearing of her
abuser. We marshalled support within Parliament
for the debate on antisemitism, which saw many
important contributions. We campaigned in
Barnet and elsewhere across the country for the
local elections, attempting to stem the tide of the
Jewish community deserting Labour because of
antisemitism.
We have also seen a number of proactive positive
events and achievements over the past year. The
outgoing Labour Party General Secretary gave
over HQ for our Chanukah reception which was
well supported. I was pleased to see another JLM

matched by firm action. Too many prominent
figures have dismissed our concerns, impugned
our motives, and suggested we are not

telling the truth when we say we face racism
within the Labour Party. I pay credit to our
Director, activists, and executive holders in
particular who have given so many hours of their
time to ensure that Jewish members have been
represented.
So again this year, we have persistently made the
arguments in Parliament, and in the media,
pointed out the facts, and stood up to the bullies.
As JLM, we look forward to working with the new
general secretary Jennie Formby to remove racists
from Labour’s ranks, and to inculcate a truly zerotolerance approach to antisemitism.
There have been Jewish people in the Labour
Party since it was founded. Soon we will celebrate
100 years of our organisation’s affiliation to the
party. There have been Jewish Labour MPs since
the early 1920s. There have been Jewish activists
in the trade unions for as long as there have been
trade unions. We are an integral part of the
Labour family. This Labour movement is our
rightful home, and we’re going to fight for it.
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MESSAGE FROM THE LEADER OF THE LABOUR
PARTY

Jeremy Corbyn MP
At this year’s AGM of the Jewish Labour
Movement, I send you my warm wishes and
deepest thanks for all that you do for the Labour
Party.
And I give you my solemn pledge that in the
coming year, I will do all in my power to
strengthen those bonds which have become so
sadly weakened between your community – the
Jewish community – and our party, the Labour
Party.
The Labour Party and the Jewish community have
deep and historic common roots. The Jewish
Labour Movement has been in existence for 115
years and is close to 100 years of affiliation to the
Labour Party.
Growing out of the activism of Jewish trade
unionists in Manchester, London, Leeds and
Liverpool at the start of the last century, JLM –
then Poale Zion – embodied the natural unity
found between Jewish values and Labour values.
Side-by-side, over many decades, we have fought
fascism and racism together, and advanced our
shared socialist ideals together. It is our common
goal of a better, fairer world which binds us
together.

fairly, and the full implementation of the
Chakrabarti Report, including the appointment of
a new legal adviser. Importantly, we are also
embarking on a programme of political education
to deepen Labour members’ understanding of
what anti-Semitism is and how to counter it. All of
this is being undertaken with the involvement and
participation of you, our nearly century-old
affiliate.

I was deeply honoured to be invited to attend your
This past year or so, as ever, JLM have been out on Chanukah Party at Labour HQ in December. At
that time, I quoted the words of Anne Frank, which
the doorstep: in the 2017 local elections, the
now feel more apt than ever: “What is done
General Election and this year’s local elections,
cannot be undone, but one can prevent it
campaigning up and down our country and
delivering our Labour message to voters. JLM has happening again.” I recognise the pain and
held engaging conference events, campaigned for damage which has been done, and I will do
refugee rights with Lord Alf Dubs, and delivered
my utmost to prevent such hurt ever being caused
antisemitism training for our members in every
again.
region.
Thank you for your unwavering commitment to
The last few months have strained relations
our party and our movement. Your dedication and
between the Labour Party and the Jewish
fighting spirit is recognised and it is valued.
community. Nobody will have felt this painful
period more acutely and personally than our
Jewish Labour members. For your perseverance
and strength throughout this time, I send you my
solidarity and support.
As I wrote in the Evening Standard, and in my
public correspondence with the Board of Deputies
of British Jews and the Jewish Leadership Council,
antisemitism has surfaced too often in and around
the Labour Party.
I am pleased our new general secretary Jennie
Formby has made it her absolute priority to right
this wrong, once and for all. She is overseeing an
NEC Antisemitism Working Group, which will
improve our party’s structures to ensure all
antisemitism complaints are dealt with swiftly and
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MESSAGE FROM THE DEPUTY LEADER OF THE
LABOUR PARTY

Tom Watson MP
This time last year, in my message to you, I said
that it had been an exceptionally difficult year for
Jewish members of the Labour Party. This year has
been worse. I won’t pretend it hasn’t. But I
promise you that the tide is turning. As JLM wrote
to members of the PLP in March this year, “When
Jewish Labour members call for action, the
response of any socialist should be to show
solidarity”.
I would never have dreamed that we would see a
demonstration in Parliament Square to protest
against antisemitism in the Labour Party. I want to
pay tribute to all those who took part, both Jews
and non-Jews, and including very many members
of the Parliamentary Labour Party including the
JLM Parliamentary Chair Luciana Berger, to say
that Enough is Enough.
it exists. But when there is a problem in your
house, it is your first responsibility to put your
I know how painful it must be for those who
house in order – not to point to problems in other
thought they had a political home in the Labour
people’s houses. I understand that, and the
Party to hear antisemitism ignored, or minimised,
Labour Party understands that.
or excused by some fellow members. I’m horrified
that Jewish members of the Labour Party,
I am proud of the work that the Jewish Labour
including some JLM members, have been
Movement does, and has done for over a century,
subjected to vile abuse, both in person and,
within the Party and outside it, as the only Jewish
perhaps especially, online – including from those
affiliate to our Party. It is vital that you continue to
who describe themselves as Labour supporters. It have a strong voice internally and externally. Your
isn't acceptable, and I am ashamed of it. On behalf work to ensure Jewish elected representation at all
of the Party of which I am proud to be Deputy
levels, to campaign for Labour candidates, to
Leader, I am sorry.
engage Jewish voters, to campaign against
antisemitism and to educate and train activists
I’m delighted that Ken Livingstone is – at long last –
and members are more important now than ever.
no longer a member of the Labour Party. I’m
pleased that Mark Wadsworth has been expelled. Thank you for being such a crucial part of our
Our new General Secretary has staked her
movement. Thank you for standing with us. I am
reputation on dealing with anti-Semitic disciplinary honoured to stand with you, and I promise you
cases. She has made it her top priority to deal with that the Labour Party will, once again, be
each case as quickly as possible and clear the
something you can take pride in.
backlog. But I know that the issue is not just with
individual cases of antisemitism, but with wider
patterns of association and who we are prepared
to share platforms with. All of us in positions of
leadership, and especially the Party’s elected
representatives, have a responsibility to reflect on
the messages we send out by our actions.
I understand the frustration of seeing these
disciplinary cases dragging on. I share it. There are
parts of the Chakrabarti report that have not yet
been implemented. I don’t want to hide behind
process or bureaucracy: we need to speed it up,
and I’m pleased that Jennie Formby has said she’s
committed to doing that, but I will continue to
push at the NEC for the swiftest possible action.
Antisemitism is a problem that goes wider than
the Labour Party. It needs to be tackled wherever
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MESSAGE FROM THE GENERAL SECRETARY OF
THE LABOUR PARTY

Jennie Formby
Thank you for inviting me to attend your AGM
today and I’m sorry that commitments relating to
tomorrow’s by-election in Lewisham East prevent
me from attending. I hope your meeting goes
well.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
representatives of the Jewish Labour Movement
for their time in meeting with me, for the
constructive dialogue that we have had and for
their engagement with the NEC’s Anti-Semitism
Working Group.
I recognise that the last year has not been easy for
Jewish members of the Labour Party and the
wider Jewish community. I have publicly outlined
my commitment to root out anti-Semitism and I
am determined to rebuild the relationship
between the Jewish community and the Labour
Party.
As part of this, we are working hard as a Party to
move forward to improve our process of dealing
with complaints about anti-Semitism. A paper of
recommendations was accepted unanimously by
the last NEC and outlines how we can speed up
our response to dealing with complaints and
ensure that there is greater consistency of
outcome.
There is a further meeting of the NEC’s AntiSemitism Working Group at the end of June and a
report will be going to the July NEC, which will
focus on training and education for members. I
value the work that JLM has done in this area and
look forward to continuing to work together on
this.
I want to assure you that the Labour Party is the
party for people of all races and faiths, the party of
equality for all, and the party that stands against
all forms of discrimination and prejudice. AntiSemitism has absolutely no place in our
movement and by uniting together we will
succeed in tackling all forms of racism and
discrimination. The Jewish community has been at
the heart of the Labour Party and progressive
politics in Britain for more than a hundred years
and must continue to remain so.
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ORGANISATIONAL REPORT

National Secretary: Peter Mason

Eastern Region, representing Socialist Societies and
Hertfordshire CLPs respectively.

Membership Officer: Judith Bara

JLM was represented at London Region Conference,
East Region Conference and North West Region
Conference, with the later two running JLM’s training as
a well-received fringe event.

Organisational Restructure

Affiliations

JLM’s long-term organisational restructure has
continued, with 2017 being the first year JLM has had a
member of staff for over three decades. Process and
procedures have been updated to reflect this, including
the implementation of a staff expenses policy, and the
opening of an expenses account with Santander.

In line with JLM’s increasing membership, JLM’s
Regional Branches affiliated to 148 constituencies
where there are JLM members, over double the
previous year’s affiliations. In line with Labour Party
rules and regulations, where the CLP has a GC
structure, JLM has appointed delegates. Full details of
JLM’s CLP affiliations can be found in Appendix B of this
report.

National Treasurer: Nick Conway (February 2016November 2017)

Banking and Finance
The opening of the Santander account was due to the
hard work of former Treasurer, Nick Conway. JLM is
grateful for the sage wisdom and time given by Nick
Conway, who stood down as Treasurer due to work
commitments towards the end of 2017. JLM is also
grateful to the continued hard work of Honorary
Treasurer Edwin Strauss, who continues to manage the
Cooperative account, standing orders and membership
alongside Judith Bara.
Membership
Membership growth and renewals have continued to
be enabled by JLM’s investment in NationBuilder. Full
details of membership changes are contained in
Appendix 1 of this report, and JLM is proud to report a
huge increase in membership in 2017.

CLP delegates have received unprecedented training in
2017, with a track at JLM’s One Day Conference led by
Peter Mason designed to help delegates understand
the structures and how to best engage on behalf of
JLM.
Socialist Society Executive
We continue to engage with the Socialist Societies
Executive Committee of the Labour Party, which brings
together the 21 formally affiliated organisations within
the Labour Movement. JLM nominated James Asser to
continue as the Socialist Societies’ representative on
the NEC, and continue to engage and feedback issues
of importance to our membership to the Socialist
Societies.

Members receive regular newsletters, invitations to a
wider variety of events, and updates through social
media. Where needs be, letters are sent to members
not on email.
Regional Conferences
Once again, JLM enjoyed a 100% election success at
Regional Conferences. Labour Party Regional Boards
are a critical part of the Labour Party’s structures and
are involved in taking key decisions within their areas.
Joining Joe Goldberg and Peter Mason, who were
elected to London Region Board in 2016, Jeremy
Newmark was re-elected, and Ella Rose was elected to

Subscriptions
JLM’s income from membership subscriptions
continues to rise in line with new members.
It is proposed that the membership rates for 2018 are
kept at the same rate as 2017.
Fundraising
JLM is grateful to those who have enabled us to
continue with our work over 2017 and continues to
raise money from membership, regular donations from
members and generous individuals. This has enabled
us to employ a full-time member of staff across 2017.
JLM’s Chanukah Party saw the launch of JLM’s 100 and
1000 Club which helps to create a steady cashflow
alongside regular membership renewals.
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IMPACT REPORT

National Vice-Chair: Mike Katz
National Vice-Chair: Sarah Sackman

Antisemitism in the
Labour Party

On 4 April 2017, Labour’s
NCC found Ken Livingstone
guilty on all three counts of
Conference was once again an occasion to showpiece
brought by the NEC of
the dual role of JLM of standing up for our members
within the Party and demonstrating the work JLM does bringing the Party into
disrepute; yet simply
to the wider community. Our impact at 2017
Conference was even larger than at the previous years; suspended from holding
office for two years,
the Rule Change we moved at 2016 was central to
ensuring the Party changed its Rules to ensure than any including the year that had
already expired since the
sort of hate speech was a serious an offence as
original charge was levied.
supporting another Party. Mike Katz, one of JLM’s two
JLM gave evidence at the
delegates, spoke from the platform and – despite
hostility from parts of the Floor – the NEC Rule change NCC hearing at the request
of Labour’s NEC.
was adopted by 96.28% of both affiliates and CLP
Labour Party Conference

delegates.

JLM also ran two fringes at Conference, one on the
politics of the ‘bagel belt’ and winning back Jewish
voters, featuring NEC member Rhea Wolfson, JLM
Parliamentary Chair Luciana Berger MP, Alex Sobel MP,
Tulip Siddiq MP and Mike Katz, all relating their
experience of standing in the general election. The
other featured Lord Dubs, Sarah Sackman, Ruth
Smeeth MP, Edie Friedman of JCORE and Gurinder
Singh Josan of Sikhs for Labour on the refugee crisis.

This was greeted with
outrage by JLM and the
community at any party, and we were fast to respond
to the outcome of the panel, making broadcast media
appearances late that night and early the next morning
on Sky, BBC London and Radio 5 Live, amongst other
outlets.

JLM quickly mobilised its allies across the movement,
singing up more than 1,000 members and activists; and
100 Labour MPs and peers, to a letter calling for his
expulsion, including deputy leader Tom Watson MP,
Sadiq Khan and Livingstone’s former deputy, Nicky
Gavron AM.
Further media appearances for JLM officers followed,
including interviews on BBC News and Daily Politics, as
well as contributions in community media and leading
left-wing websites like the New Statesman and
comments in national newspapers.
Within two days, the pressure forced the Leader
criticising the former Mayor and asking the NEC to
review the decision. Sadly, the calling of the general
election the following week, effectively silenced the
growing pressure to act which JLM in the main, had
helped to create.
JLM was honoured to receive the Del Singh award, an
award exclusively for Socialist Societies to recognise
their campaigning activity, for our efforts campaigning
across the country in the election.
As a consequence, JLM received significant coverage in
national media, both print and print and broadcast, as
well as extensive reporting of all its activity in
community media.

JLM has continued to keep pressure on the Labour
Party to deal with regular and high profile incidents of
antisemitism within the Party.
Henry Smith Memorial Lecture
Our 2017 AGM in March was the occasion for JLM’s
inaugural Henry Smith Memorial Lecture. National ViceChair Sarah Sackman interviewed Guardian columnist
and left-wing commentator Owen Jones at a packed
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meeting in Belsize Square synagogue, attended by over
150 JLM members. Jones articulated his understanding
of the problem of antisemitism in the Party, and he was
challenged by audience members on how the Party
leadership should deal with it swiftly and
comprehensively.

Limmud
JLM repeated the success of Limmud Conference 2016
by returning to the newly renamed Limmud Festival. JLM
hosted a number of sessions including Stella Creasy MP
and Alex Sobel MP, and JLM leaders participated in a
number of panels with Momentum founder Jon
Lansman. Other highlights were Peter Mason’s sessions
on ‘Labour Party 101’ and the now annual members
drinks at the bar. JLM also signed up new members and
supporters as well as engaging with Jewish community
members from across the political spectrum.

Chanukah Party
JLM finished the year by repeating its extremely popular
Chanukah celebration at Labour Party HQ in
Westminster, hosted by then Labour General Secretary
Iain McNicol and Luciana Berger MP. Party Leader
Jeremy Corbyn attended and spoke, welcoming JLM and
our supporters to HQ and stressing the importance of
tackling antisemitism, alongside Rabbi Laura JannerKlausner and Luciana Berger MP. The event was
extremely well-attended by JLM members, friends and
supporters, including representatives from other party
affiliates. JLM also awarded our Activist Awards to the
following deserving members: Richard Gold and Cathy
Ashley OBE, Activist of the Year; Miriam Mirwitch and
Nathan Boroda, Young Activist of the Year; Kate
Dearden and Jasmin Beckett, Ally of the Year.
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CAMPAIGNING REPORT

Campaigns Officer: Adam Langleben
Local Government Officer: Joe Goldberg

spending time with Shadow Secretary of State for
Defence, Nia Griffith MP, the candidate Gill Troughton,
and hearing from Lord John Prescott.

TULO: Lee Petar
General Election
Over the course of the General Election, JLM ran 56
campaign days across seven electoral regions, with
significant time spent in Ilford North, Dudley North and
Stoke-on-Trent North. JLM campaigned across the
country, visiting all our target constituencies plus more
(including Nottingham South and Tooting), effectively
supporting those in need.
Our campaign day in Stoke consisted of activists from
across the Midlands and London, contributing to a
resounding victory for Gareth Snell MP, and his
Parliamentary aide Ruth Smeeth MP. As in Copeland,
our bagels went down exceptionally well, with Gareth
and Ruth joining us on a round and quick lunch stop.

Following a consultation with JLM’s 2000+ members, a
JLM General Election Manifesto was created. The
manifesto was specifically calibrated to cover a broad
range of issues, ones which are deemed specifically
Jewish such as Israel and antisemitism, and broader
policy issues that impact the Jewish community.
JLM coordinated sessions wherever possible, including
joint sessions with Labour Students in Hove, and Sikhs
for Labour in Dudley North, and campaigning alongside
LGBT Labour and LFI.

Local By-Elections
Local elections in May saw JLM members lose seats on
Hertsmere County Council, but one was gained in a byelection in October by Jeremy Newmark on Hertsmere
Borough Council.
Trade Unions
JLM has continued to build our relationships with Trade
Unions across 2017, campaigning with Unison in
Hendon during the General Election, and engaging with
GMB.

JLM’s Parliamentary Council were all returned to the
Commons, with an increase in their collective majorities
of 31,290. Alex Sobel, a former JLM Vice-Chair, was
elected to represent Leeds North West, and is the only
new Jewish MP in Parliament’s 2017 intake. We
congratulate our Jewish MPs re-elected; Luciana Berger,
Louise Ellman, Fabian Hamilton, Margaret Hodge, Ivan
Lewis and Ruth Smeeth and commiserate Jeremy
Newmark, Mike Katz and Rhea Wolfson for missing out
despite great campaigns.

Campaigning on the Dubs Amendment and Refugee
Crisis
Across 2017 JLM campaigned on the Dubs Amendment
and Refugee Crisis. This included promoting the Dubs
Amendment across our social media platforms and
directly to members. This was followed up by the
second JLM fringe at Labour Party Conference which
focused on the refugee crisis from a Jewish perspective.

Parliamentary By-Elections
JLM ran campaign days in both Copeland and Stoke-onTrent Central. The Copeland campaign day consisted
primarily of NW activists. Although we went onto lose
the election, we felt our campaigning was successful,
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POLICY AND POLITICAL EDUCATION REPORT

Jewish Vanguard

Policy Officer: Neil Nerva

The Jewish Vanguard has flourished with the new JLM
website. Vanguard has hosted speeches from
Political Education Officer: Jay Stoll (February 2016 –
Conferences and Events, articles by JLM members
September 2017)
published in national press, and opinion pieces from
Confronting Antisemitism and Engaging Jewish
members, including one on Trump’s decision to move
Voters
the US Embassy in Israel to Jerusalem. There was also a
special print edition of Vanguard at Labour Party
Following from recommendations in both the Royall and
Conference, encouraging
Chakrabarti reports, JLM in conjunction with the Labour
delegates to vote for the
Party developed a training session on tackling
Rule Change. JLM is
antisemitism and engaging Jewish voters. Over 2000
looking to expand the
members of the Labour Party recieved training in 2017,
Vanguard in 2018.
including an online webinar, National Conference,
Regional Conferences, CLPs, BLPs, and Labour Clubs.

Policy Engagement

JLM would like to thank Labour Students for their
ongoing support in rolling the session out across
campus, including their Summer Training, and 16 other
Labour Clubs across the country. JLM has also invested
in training activists in order to expand our capacity, and
our thanks must go to Steve Lapsley and Richard Gold
for taking on the bulk of training in the Midlands and
North, and Graham Perry for taking on various other
sessions. JLM has also run training at various national
Labour events including Young Labour Equalities
Academy and Welsh Young Labour Conference.

JLM has increased the policy work done in 2017,
including policy discussions and fringes and local and
national conferences. Additionally, JLM submitted a full
and comprehensive submission to the 2017 Labour
Party Manifesto.

One Day Conference
JLM hosted its first ever OneDay Conference in September
at JW3. The event saw 200
unique guests across the day,
17 sessions and 54 presenters.
Labour Friends of Israel
supported in leading on the
Israel related programming,
with other programming
including a keynote by John
Mann MP, Question Time with
Stella Creasy MP, Wes Streeting
MP and Catherine West MP,
training sessions, an interfaith
session and a student caucus.
JLM thanks go to Andrew
Gilbert who, as Chair of the CAC, created an engaging
and informative day ensuring that whilst antisemitism
was discussed and remained a focus, JLM could also
discuss policy, history and run training for our
members.
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INTERNATIONAL REPORT

International Officer: Ethan Schwartz
Zionist Federation
JLM has continued to engage with the Zionist Federation
through our representative Eli Shafritz, calling for a
plurality of Zionist voices to be heard at all times, and
encouraging transparency within the organisation.
Israel
JLM has continued, where appropriate, to be critical of
the Netanyahu government, recognising that whilst we
are not a foreign policy organisation, it is an issue many
of our members care deeply about. For our members
who live in Israel, we have begun work on setting up an
International Branch, encouraging our members to
engage with left-wing Israeli politics and remain involved
with British politics where possible.
JLM engages with Havoda, Labour’s sister party, and
Meretz, meeting with many of their representatives over
the past year including Michal Biran MK, Mossi Raz MK
and Hilik Bar MK when in Israel.

WLZO
JLM has been actively involved in discussions with our
partner organisations in Israel, Australia and the USA
about revitalising the World Labour Zionist
Organisations Network. The WLZO brings together JLMtype organisations which support Havoda, the Israeli
Labour Party, from around the world to discuss joint
concerns and actions, and to organise to ensure that a
vibrant progressive Zionist voice is heard in Israel and
around the world.
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EQUALITIES REPORT

Youth and Students Officer: Liron Velleman
Networks Officer: Judith Flacks
Youth and Student Integration

JLM also continued our close partnership with Labour
Students under the strong leadership of Kate Dearden
and Melantha Chittenden, working with them to make
events accessible for Jewish members, running training,
and hosting joint events. This included a joint
campaigning session in Hendon with Cat Smith MP.

JLM has continued to integrate our young members in
every that we do. In 2017, 560 young members were
trained at 21 events across the UK in Combatting
Antisemitism and Understanding Jewish Voters,
including at national Labour Students and Young Labour
events. Both the Henry Smith Memorial Lecture and the
One Day Conference saw reduced rates for young
members, and a student session at the Conference was
run by young members.
Training and Engaging Young Activists
JLM’s operation at Party
Conference was in no small
part down to the young
activists who were out
flyering, attending events,
running membership drives
and representing JLM each
day of Conference. JLM’s
young members at Party
Conference also met with Rory Palmer MEP.
Jewish News’ 30under30

Engagement with NEC Youth Rep, Labour Students
and Young Labour
JLM were represented at a number of national, regional
and local Labour Party Youth and Students events
including at London Young Labour BAME Action Day
with members speaking on all three panels and at
Young Labour Policy Conference where Liron Velleman
as JLM delegate passed a motion supporting the Dubs
Amendment. JLM engaged with Jasmin Beckett at NEC
Youth Rep, including having her open JLM’s One Day
Conference, and are grateful to all the hard work she
put in across her term.

JLM’s impact can be clearly
demonstrated by the fact that
50% of the Jewish News
30under30 were JLM
members and supporters,
including NEC and staff
members with high rankings.
JLM has no doubt that they
will go on to influence the
future of both the Jewish
community and the Labour
Party.

Labour affiliates and Socialist Societies
JLM has continued to engage with other minority groups
and socialist societies. In particular, JLM has carried on
our close relationship with Sikhs for Labour, running
joint campaign sessions during the General Election.
JLM’s One Day Conference saw an interfaith panel which
included various Labour affiliates, and a session run by
LGBT Labour and LGBT Jews. JLM also had a presence at
Pride, supporting both the Jewish bloc and LGBT Labour.
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Labour’s NEC Equalities Sub-Committee
Throughout 2017 JLM has been represented on the
Labour Party’s NEC Equalities Sub-Committee, having
been given a permanent seat. JLM has constituently
raised the issue of antisemitism within this forum,
including working with various members to pass JLM’s
Rule Change.
National Constitution Committee
Peter Mason continues to represent the Socialist
Societies on Labour’s NCC, and has been instrumental in
creating proposals to generate new guidelines for party
disciplinary procedures.
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REGIONAL REPORTS

Richard Gold delivered a fringe meeting at the Labour
North West Regional Conference in Blackpool in
East
November – Confronting Antisemitism and Engaging
Eastern Region has steadily grown, with an influx of
Jewish voters. Richard has also delivered scores of
youth and student members. JLM members campaigned sessions across the NW this year to CLPs, BLPs and
for Jeremy Newmark is his Council by-election in
Labour Clubs, and many more are planned. A Chanukah
October and were pleased to see him elected. JLM
get together was an enormous success, with menorah
Eastern Region also had a presence at East Region
lighting in a local wine bar.
Conference in Huntingdon with Jeremy Newmark being
Scotland
elected as the Affiliates Rep on Regional Board, and Ella
Rose being elected as the CLP Rep for Hertfordshire.
Scotland has seen a small revival of JLM activity, with
leadership meeting with Kezia Dugdale shortly before
London
her resignation as Scottish Labour Leader, who pledged
London Region has enjoyed a growth in activity, as well her support to an official launch event. On Richard
as a growth in membership, leading on campaigning in
Leonard’s election as Leader of Scottish Labour, JLM
Barnet in the 2017 General Election, and continuing to
wrote to him.
work locally in CLPs. Joe Goldberg started the second
South East
year of his term on the London Regional Board as the
socialist societies representative, alongside Peter Mason JLM business in the South East has continued to be
marred by incidents of antisemitism in Brighton Labour.
representing North West London CLPs.
South East JLM has continued to keep pressure on for
the cases of antisemtisim to be brought to a swift and
just conclusion. Following Party Conference being held
in Brighton, South East Region has continued to support
former Council Leader Warren Morgan in recognition of
his bravery in speaking out against incidents of
antisemitism at Labour Party Conference.

London Region led on JLM’s Mitzvah Day project, with
Cathy Ashley OBE coordinating donations and a trip to
Calais to volunteer for Care for Calais. The project
brought together Labour members of all faiths and
none, and resulted in JLM being nominated for a
Mitzvah Day Award for ‘Outstanding Group Project’.
North West
After starting in the first year with an interim NW
Committee, the first formal Annual General Meeting was
held in October at Manchester Town Hall, hosted by the
then Lord Mayor and Committee member Eddy
Newman. A strong new Committee was elected for the
year; this included new roles focusing on campaigning,
also a broader geographical and age spread. The
keynote speaker was Angela Rayner MP, and Louise
Ellman MP also attended and spoke.
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APPENDIX A – MEMBERSHIP
Membership continues to grow. Periods of growth were tied to the Labour Party’s failure to expel Ken
Livingstone, and other peaks of antisemitism within the Labour Party.
Automated membership processing and payment via NationBuilder continues to enable the NEC to
process membership applications in good time. Automatic membership renewal requests are sent via
email, although JLM is now in the process of moving people over to Direct Debits, the processing of
which takes a short while.
Membership Rates 2017
JLM Membership (Waged) £15
JLM Membership (Unwaged) £10
JLM Membership (Youth & Students) £5

JLM Membership (Affiliate) £10
Membership Details
New Members: 517
Members in Arrears: 106
Members Resigned: 0
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APPENDIX B – AFFILIATIONS FOR 2018
National Organisations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Board of Deputies of British Jews
Labour Party
Labour Party Socialist Society Executive
Zionist Federation

Labour Party Regions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eastern
London
North West
Scotland
South East

Constituency Labour Parties
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Aberavon
Alyn and Deeside
Ashfield
Barking
Barnsley Central
Barnsley East
Barrow and Furness
Bassetlaw
Bedford
Bermondsey and Old Southwark
Bethnal Green and Bow
Birmingham Hodge Hill
Birmingham Ladywood
Birmingham Selly Oak
Birmingham Yardley
Blackley & Broughton
Bradford South
Brent Central
Brent North
Bridgend
Brighton Kemptown
Brighton Pavilion
Bristol East
Bristol North West
Bristol South
Bristol West
Bury North
Bury South
Caerphilly
Camberwell and Peckham
Canterbury
Cardiff North
Cardiff South and Penarth
Chesterfield
Chingford and Woodford Green
Chipping Barnet
Cities of London and Westminster
Clwyd South
Colchester
Coventry North East
Coventry North West
Croydon North
Darlington
Delyn

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.

Derby South
Don Valley
Doncaster Central
Dudley North
Dulwich and West Norwood
Ealing Central & Acton
Ealing North
Ealing Southall
Edmonton
Enfield North
Enfield Southgate
Exeter
Finchley and Golders Green
Garston and Halewood
Gateshead
Gedling
Great Grimsby
Hackney North and Stoke Newington
Hackney South and Shoreditch
Halifax
Hammersmith
Hampstead and Kilburn
Harlow
Harrow East
Harrow West
Hastings and Rye
Hayes and Harlington
Hendon
Hertsmere
Holborn and St Pancras
Hornsey and Wood Green
Houghton and Sunderland South
Hove
Huddersfield
Hull East
Hull North
Hyndburn
Ilford North
Ilford South
Islwyn
Knowsley
Leeds Central
Leeds North East
Leeds West
Leicester East
Leicester South
Leicester West
Lewisham Deptford
Lewisham East
Lewisham West and Penge
Leyton and Wanstead
Liverpool Riverside
Liverpool Wavertree
Liverpool West Derby
Luton North
Luton South
Manchester Central
Mitcham and Morden
Newcastle upon Tyne North
Newport East
Normanton, Pontefract and Castleford
North Durham
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107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.

Nottingham East
Nottingham South
Oxford East
Oxford West and Abingdon
Penistone and Stockbridge
Peterborough
Poplar and Limehouse
Redcar
Rhondda
Richmond Park
Rother Valley
Scunthorpe
Sedgefield
Sheffield Hallam
Slough
St Helens North
Stockport
Stoke-on-Trent Central
Stoke-on-Trent North
Streatham
Stretford and Urmston
Sunderland Central
Tooting
Tottenham
Tunbridge Wells
Tynemouth
Uxbridge and South Ruislip
Vauxhall
Wakefield
Wallasey
Walthamstow
Warley
Warrington North
Washington and Sunderland West
Watford
Welwyn Hatfield
West Bromwich East
Westminster North
Wirral South
Woking
Wolverhampton North East
Wolverhampton South East

Nominations
Labour NEC Socialist Societies Rep: James Asser (elected)
Eastern Labour Regional Board Affiliate Rep: Jeremy Newmark (elected)
Parliamentary Selections Nominations
Cities of London and Westminster CLP – no nomination
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